List of Top 7 Books on Personal Finance. Once you have a quick read of the books available in the market you will be well prepared to handle your personal finances. Below is the list of such personal finance books: The Richest Man in Babylon (Get this book). The Millionaire Next Door: The Surprising Secrets of America’s Wealthy (Get this book). Real Money Answers for Every Woman: How to Win the Money Game With or Without a Man Paperback (Get this book). Personal finance books help you better understand and budget your money. We researched the best options, including self-help books to books for managing debt. The most recent survey indicated that a wallop 70 percent of us believe we’re on shaky financial ground. Even more 75 percent are of the firm belief that we’d be a whole lot happier if we just had more money. So what can you do to get a grip on your finances and make your money grow? Learn. Educate yourself. Below are the five personal finance books I recommend reading to create this kind of autodidactic curriculum for yourself. Together they go a very long way in helping you get a handle on your finances and master your money. It’s more of a personal finance reference book than an advice book (though it also contains plenty of advice). Personal Finance genre: new releases and popular books, including The Psychology of Money by Morgan Housel, The Year of Less: How I Stopped Shopping, Gav... When planning personal finances, the individual would consider the suitability to his 7 best personal finance books, according to experts. Advertiser Disclosure. We are an independent, advertising-supported comparison service. Who should read it: Your kids. The best personal finance books don’t all involve investing titans and PhD-level economic theory. Instead, they can use fictional characters and simple arithmetic.